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C O U R S E  O U T L I N E  &

S Y L L A B U S



THE PROGRAM
Enhance  your LinkedIn profile, grow your network, and build

your career using LinkedIn. Start generating the leads you

want while having a clear model around how to nurture

them. Master the simple, but subtle, skills on ethical selling

taught by a LinkedIn expert.

1 0 0 0 S T E P S  S A L E S
A C A D E M Y  

HOW LONG?
The next course starts April 9th, 2021

Engage in 4 x2 hour live-instructed sessions

Engage in 2  x1  hour follow up sessions

Access the sessions any time with our Thinkific portal 

KEY TAKEAWAYS

01
Build a profile tailored around

your expertise & aesthetic

02
Begin to understand & build a

model within LinkedIn that

specifically works for you

03

Gain ability to demonstrate best

LinkedIn practices to your teams

& understand how to effectively

use LinkedIn

04

Learn how to craft compelling

content & build up your database

In an ethical way

HOW MUCH? 
SGD 150

Take a look at our course schedule to learn more 

Secure your place

https://1000-steps.com/LinkedIn-leaders/


LinkedIn for Leaders Is a course

allowing Individuals to strengthen their

LinkedIn effectiveness. Now, more

than ever, it is critical for you to start

building your digital network. LinkedIn

is an incredible tool that provides you

access to connect and engage with

people around the world.

1000Steps believes the traditional methods

of selling, which involves cold emailing, cold

calling and pushy sales tactics, is a bygone

method that is not relevant anymore. Our

approach to sales is  human centric,

systematic and helps you work with the

clients you want, not just the clients you

need.

In this course you will learn the basics of

LinkedIn along with gaining deeper and

more detailed insight on building a more

practical LinkedIn model. Our goal Is to

enhance your career, network, and overall

future success within your professional

space.

WHAT IS
LINKEDIN FOR
LEADERS?



WHO IS THIS COURSE FOR? 

SMES

STARTUPS

SCALEUPS

MULTINATIONAL ENTERPRISES

ENTREPRENEUR

TEAM LEADER

FOUNDER

BUSINESS DEVELOPER PLAYING A ROLE IN SALES & MANAGING

PROFESSIONAL MAKING A HORIZONTAL CAREER SHIFT

NEWCOMER TO THE WORLD OF SALES

EXPERIENCED SALES TEAM MANAGER LOOKING TO GROOM YOUR SKILLS

PROFESSIONAL SERVICE PROVIDER ACROSS ALL LEVELS

ORGANIZATIONS OF ALL SIZES, INCLUDING:

FOR ANYWHO WHO IS A[N]:

FOR ANYWHO WHO IS A[N]:



KEY
TAKEAWAYS

Build out your thought leadership

and brand

Start to grow your network and

document it

Enhance your LinkedIn knowledge

to apply and share with your team

members

Create a 5-star profile that will

highlight your personal brand

Understand the target market &

target personas of the people you

want to connect with

Confidence in posting, sharing,

nurturing & connecting

Begin building out your own

LinkedIn model that fits specifically  

to your world
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HOW WILL MY WEEKS BE

STRUCTURED?
COURSE OUTLINE 

OPTIONAL PRE-SESSION: PROFILE BUILD
FRIDAY APRIL  9TH 4-6PM SINGAPORE

In this session, we will focus on the most basic, but most important,

aspect of LinkedIn: your profile. In 2020 your LinkedIn profile is almost

equivalent to your CV, so profile aesthetics, content, & completion is

critical to show off your strengthens.

SESSION 2: TOOLS & ALGORITHM
WEDNESDAY APRIL 14TH 4-6PM SINGAPORE

In this session, we will discuss how to effectively use the different tools

LinkedIn offers. We will be discussing how to optimize the LinkedIn

algorithm to help get max views on your posts.  

SESSION 1: THOUGHT LEADERSHIP
MONDAY APRIL 12TH 4-6PM SINGAPORE

In this session, we will discuss how to create relative & engaging

content for your LinkedIn audience. We will also talk about the

importance of sharing, commenting, & liking other people’s content &

how to create content that is built around your personal brand.
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HOW WILL MY WEEKS BE
STRUCTURED?
COURSE OUTLINE 

SESSION FOLLOW UP POWER HOUR #1
MONDAY APRIL 26TH 4-5PM SINGAPORE

1 hour peer to peer, collaborative + facilitated sessions where you

review & discuss the information covered in the first 3 sessions. First

session is around metrics, looking at posts, results, numbers of

connections and building your database.

SESSION FOLLOW UP POWER HOUR #2
MONDAY MAY 3RD 4-5PM SINGAPORE

1 hour peer to peer, collaborative and facilitated session, this time

discussing your posts and how the reaching out model is working for

you. What brand models are working and whats not. By this point there

should be a deep collaboration between teams. 

SESSION 3: MODEL BUILD & NURTURE TASKS
MONDAY APRIL 19TH 4-6PM SINGAPORE

The final session will be building out your new LinkedIn model. By this

time, we will have a clear idea of what your profile should look like; the

types of content you should be creating & following; and the different

tools that are available for you to optimize your LinkedIn use. With new

knowledge in all 3 of these areas, you will be fully equipped to build

out a successful and effective LinkedIn model tailored specifically to

you.



Sound university-level

learning models

LinkedIn modeling

that actually works

This course was built with one

purpose in mind; to equip you

with tools that actually

work. We’re not here to talk the

talk, we’re here to walk the talk

with you.

We have combined two core

elements that guarantee

success:

The course is built around the

principles of Bloom’s

Taxonomy where you learn

by engaging, doing and making

it your own. 

Set in a blended learning

environment as a combination

of face-to-face class time, live

online workshops, one-to-one

interactions and frameworks

we’ve harnessed the best

technologies to provide you with

a university quality course that is

instructor-led and online.

PEDAGOGICALLY
HOW IS THE
COURSE
DESIGNED?



A  W O R D
F R O M  T H E  C E O

In this COVID world, it is critical to build up and nurture
your network; in order to do this, there are many steps
required. These steps include: researching your target
market; creating a personal brand; building up your
lead generation and contacts; creating groups; sharing
company content; nurturing both your current clients
and prospects; booking meetings; and marketing
yourself in the correct way.

Contrary to what people think building partnerships,
selling and driving revenue has never been easier.
Assuming that you have a product that the market
needs, now is the time that you should be reaching out,
collaborating, having meetings and building your
business. The ability to do this though does take firstly
having a solid outbound lead generation model and
secondly an understanding of the subtleties of how
LinkedIn works.

Engaging inconsistently and sending out cut and paste
messages does not work when you want to talk to the
right people when using LinkedIn. They see through this
and receive a plethora of messages like this on a daily
basis. We are tired of the spam that we receive on a
daily basis.

What does work is to strategically building up
relationships with the right people on LinkedIn, within
your target market place and target persona and
nurturing them on an ongoing basis in a humanized
genuine fashion. This model works for Sales, Career
development, Branding and many other areas of your
working career. 

This course is designed to allow you to build a model
that works with the time you are willing to allocate on a
weekly basis, whether that be 30 minutes or 5 hours. 

FRASER MORRISON

CEO, 1000-STEPS

Fraser M



OPTIMIZING
YOUR LINKEDIN

HAS NEVER
BEEN MORE

CRITICAL


